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People 
are your secret weapon



It’s your people and how close 
they are to you as a company



Build genuine and lasting 
connections with people who 
move the needle inside your 
company



Competition 
Let me tell you a little secret 

(hint: data)



Not your product or service, which can be copied. 

Not your culture, which can be influenced top-down. 

Not your brand, which can be bought.

People are what makes the 
difference between you and every 
other company out there.



People are (and always have 
been) your secret weapon 
and only dominant USP 
these days 



The impact of disengaged employees

Decrease in productivity Kills the moral People leave your 

company more quickly

This affects customer 

satisfaction



The future of marketing is community 





Whether your goal is to instantly create value with a dedicated platform…  



... or set an attainable starting point to grow towards an advocacy & branding 
solution ...









Employees are a trusted source

83% OF PEOPLE 
TRUST 

RECOMMENDATION
S FROM PEOPLE 

THEY KNOW 



Employee Advocacy
Let your employees share trustworthy content







Watch out!  

There’s a pitfall



Push Pull

Instead of pushing your advocates 
to consume your content - and 

hopefully engage with it

You need to build sustainable 
relationships and involve them in 
your strategy so they look forward 

to be involved



Employee Engagement

Gather feedback and give your community a voice













Create content together with your employees

Your current employees will become your brand advocates/
ambassadors

They will share company messages, initiatives, 
vacancies, … via their social media network 

Purpose of internal 
ambassadors  



Are more engaged (engagement)

Are your high-performers (performance)

Will stay longer with the company (retention)

These ambassadors or 
brand advocates 



Content Creation Campaign
Campaign Example

Versele-Laga was looking for a creative and fun photo of 
a pet, to be featured on their Christmas Facebook post. 
  
With a ‘Give a Comment’ campaign, they asked their  
advocates to post their pets Christmas photos in the  
comments of their FB post, thus gathering lots of UGC 
that is not only highly relevant for the company and their 
values, but also shows the high level of engagement of 
its employees. 

In the end, 20% of their advocates engaged with the post 
and they collected over 80 comments on their FB post.



Referral Recruitment via Social Media : 3 important elements 

More qualitative candidates Speed up the hiring process Lower costs

Employees only refer people they know 
and trust. They will also know if there is 

a cultural fit. 

Referred candidates are 55% faster to 
hire. 

No cost of external firms. The 
retention rate is also higher which 

lowers the offboarding costs. 



of employers said that 
referrals are  
the #1 best source for 
above-average applicants88%



Referral/Affiliate Recruitment Campaigns



View your Affiliates in the backend

View your Conversions in the backend

Vacancy exampleAffiliate (links) campaigns



Share the Affiliate link(s) in the frontend

Webinar exampleAffiliate (links) campaigns

Like, comment, share, … on the shared post



Vacancy exampleAffiliate (links) campaigns





Community Marketing: DIY tips

Invite your employees or fans into a Mailchimp group

Manually send them 3 challenges over a period of time (f.e. ask them to share something on social, 

to like your IG page and an open question)

If you see they're open to work with you, only then start thinking about an automated, scalable, 

integrated, measurable and centralised way to do this: an advocacy marketing program.





Thank you!

Koen Stevens  - CEO  
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